Canadian

INTERNET GOVERNANCE FORUM

The future of the
internet in Canada
Since 2011, the Canadian Internet Forum has
brought together various stakeholders for a national
discussion on key issues affecting access to, and the
safety, privacy and security of, the Canadian internet. The 2019 event, renamed the Canadian Internet
Governance Forum (Canadian IGF), represents an
unprecedented level of collaboration between the
historic sponsor, CIRA, and other Canadian organizations such as Innovation, Science, Economic Development Canada, CANARIE, the Internet Society
Canada Chapter, Youth IGF Canada and CIPPIC, the
Samuelson-Glushko Canadian Internet Policy and
Public Interest Clinic at the Centre for Law,
Technology and Society, University of Ottawa.
Now more than ever, cybersecurity and data privacy
concerns underpin every aspect of our digital lives.
This year’s Canadian IGF will bring together some
of Canada’s top thinkers to discuss how privacy and
security intersect with artificial intelligence, smart
cities, and internet of things (IoT), the impact on
businesses, and the role youth can play in the
evolution of the internet.

We expect approximately 200 attendees, with
representation across stakeholder groups. In particular, the Canadian IGF is conducting outreach with
the intent of targeting groups of Canadian
stakeholders that tackle these interconnected
issues in various sectors and fora. The planning
committee will be actively seeking to support the
continuing conversation in media online and off.
With the convergence of Canadian expertise across
stakeholder groups, the Canadian IGF presents a
unique opportunity to continue the national-level
dialogue on internet policy issues. The proposed
outcome of this meeting is a statement of priorities for Canadian users and industry who engage in
these issues domestically and abroad, with a focus
on finding common ground underpinned by
Canadian values.

We are seeking sponsorship and
partnerships with likeminded organizations
who want to engage in and support these
important discussions.
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EXCLUSIVE

PRESENTING SPONSOR | $15,000
•

Logo on all signage, printed and online program and marketing materials for the Forum and
Networking Reception

•

Logo to appear on CIGF Website event page

•

Recognition and thanks as the Presenting sponsor in opening and closing remarks at the event

•

Opportunity to have a representative speak at the event

•

Twitter page sponsor-logo to appear on CIGF twitter page

•

Social media campaign-recognition as Presenting sponsor

PLATINUM LEVEL | $10,000
•

Logo on all signage, printed and online program and marketing materials for the Forum
and Networking Reception

•

Logo to appear on CIGF website

•

Recognition and thanks as the Platinum sponsor in opening and closing remarks at the event

•

Opportunity to have a representative introduce speakers

•

Recognition of sponsorship via social media.

GOLD LEVEL | $5,000
•

Logo on all signage, printed and online program and marketing materials for Forum
and Networking Reception

•

Logo to appear on CIGF website

•

Recognition as a Gold sponsor in closing remarks at the Forum

